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Abstract— Controlling robot behaviors becomes more important
recently as active perception for robot, in particular active audition
in addition to active vision, has made remarkable progress. We are
studying how to create social humanoids that perform actions em-
powered by real-time audio-visual tracking of multiple talkers. In this
paper, we present personality as a means of controlling non-verbal be-
haviors. It consists of two dimensions, dominance vs. submissiveness
and friendliness vs. hostility, based on the Interpersonal Theory in
psychology. The upper-torso humanoid SIG equipped with real-time
audio-visual multiple-talker tracking system is used as a testbed for
social interaction. As a companion robot, with friendly personality, it
turns toward a new sound source in order to show its attention, while
with hostile personality, it turns away from a new sound source. As
a receptionist robot with dominant personality, it focuses its attention
on the current customer, while with submissive personality, its atten-
tion to the current customer is interrupted by a new one.

Keywords— robot interaction, active audition, personality, focus-
of-attention, social interaction

I. INTRODUCTION

Social interaction is essential for humanoid robots, be-
cause they are getting more common in social and home
environments, such as a pet robot in a living room, a ser-
vice robot at office, or a robot serving people at a party [1].
Social skills of such robots require robust complex percep-
tual abilities; for example, it identifies people in the room,
pays attention to their voice and looks at them to identify,
and associates voice and visual images. Intelligent behav-
ior of social interaction should emerge from rich channels
of input sensors; vision, audition, tactile, and others.

Perception of various kinds of sensory inputs should be
active because we hear and see things and events that are
important to us as individuals, not sound waves or light rays
[2]. Selective attention of sensors such as looking against
seeing or listening against hearing plays an important role
in social interaction. Other important factors in social in-
teraction are recognition and synthesis of emotion in facial
expression and verbal tones [3], [4].

Selectivity and capacity limitation are two main factors
in attention control [5]. A humanoid does some perception
intentionally based on selectivity [6]. It also has some lim-
itation in the number of sensors or processing capabilities,
and thus only a limited number of sensory information is
processed. Since selectivity and capacity limitation are the

flip side of the same coin, only selectivity is argued in this
paper. Selective attention of auditory processing called the
cocktail party effect was reported by Cherry in 1953 [7].
At a crowded party, one can attend to one conversation and
then change to another. But the question is to which one
pays one’s attention and how one changes one’s attention.

Personality in selective attention consists in answers of
these questions. Reeves and Nass use the Five-Factor
Model in analyzing the personality of media including soft-
ware agents [8]. The big five dimensions of personality are
Dominance/Submissiveness, Friendliness, Conscientious-
ness, Emotional Stability, and Openness. Although these
five dimensions generally define an human’s basic person-
ality, they are not appropriate to define humanoid’s one,
because the latter three dimensions cannot be applied to
current capabilities of current humanoids.

Fig. 1. Interpersonal Circumplex: variation
of personality

Fig. 2. SIG the Humanoid

We use the Interpersonal Theory instead for defining
personality in selective attention. It deals with people’s
characteristic interaction patterns, as is shown in Figure 1,
varying along the Dominance/Submissiveness and Friend-
ness/Hostility. The variation is represented by the interper-
sonal circumplex, which is a circular model of the interper-
sonal domain of personality [9].

Physically embodied agents, or humanoid robots have
no explicit personality as far as we know. Usually person-
ality is emphasized in language generation, whether ver-
bal or textual. Although the most important human com-
munication means is language, non-verbal sensori-motor
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based behavior is non-the-less important. In this paper, we
use personality to define attention control and report some
observations of non-verbal interactions between humanoid
and human.

A. Related Work

Personality for software agents has been studied exten-
sively. Bates and his group propose believable agents that
can express emotion clearly in appropriately timed man-
ner [10]. Cassell developed conversational agents that inte-
grate face and gesture [11]. She also argues that implemen-
tation of conversational agents should be based on actual
study of human-human interaction. Hayes-Roth organizes
the Virtual Theater project, which studies the creation of
intelligent, automated characters that can act either in well-
defined stories or in improvisational environments [12].

Personality for robots has also been investigated to
widen communication channels in human-robot interac-
tion, although not all works mention personality explicitly.
Miwa et al have developed human-like head robots and im-
plement personality to attain smooth and effective commu-
nication with human [13]. In their system, personality con-
sists of the sensing and expression personality. The sensing
personality determines how a stimulus works for a robot’s
mental state. Seven emotions were mapped out in the 3D
mental space based on the Five Factor Model. Once the
robot determines its emotion, it expresses its emotion based
on the expression personality. They realized six kinds of
personality on their robot.

Not a few works mention focus of attention. Ono et al.
use the robot called Robovie to make common attention be-
tween human and robot by using gestures [14]. Breazeal
incorporates the capabilities of recognition and synthesis
of emotion in facial expression and verbal tones into the
robot called Kismet [3], [4]. Waldherr et al. have devel-
oped the robot called AMELLA that can recognize pose and
motion gestures [15]. Matsusaka et al. have built the robot
called Hadaly that can localize the talker as well as recog-
nize speeches by speech-recognition system so that it can
interact with multiple people [16]. Nakadai et al developed
real-time auditory and visual multiple-tracking system for
the upper-torso humanoid called SIG [17], [18], [19]. They
extended the system to attain in-face interaction by incor-
porating auditory fovea that is the azimuth dependency in
performance of sound source localization [20].

Usually personality is emphasized in language genera-
tion, whether verbal or not. Although the most impor-
tant human communication means is language, non-verbal
sensori-motor based behavior is non-the-less important. In
this paper, we use personality to define focus-of-attention
control and report some observations of non-verbal inter-
actions between humanoid and human.

II. HUMANOID HARDWARE

As a testbed of integration of perceptual information to
control motor of high degree of freedom (DOF), we used
the humanoid robot (hereafter, referred as SIG) with the
following components:

• 4 DOFs of body driven by 4 DC motors — Each DC
motor has a potentiometer to measure the direction.

• A pair of CCD cameras of Sony EVI-G20 for stereo
vision input.

• Two pairs of omni-directional microphones (Sony
ECM-77S). One pair of microphones are installed at
the ear position of the head to collect sounds from the
external world. Each microphone is shielded by the
cover to prevent from capturing internal noises. The
other pair are to collect sounds within the cover.

• A cover of the body (Figure 2) reduces sounds to be
emitted to external environments, which is expected
to reduce the complexity of sound processing. This
cover, made of FRP, is designed by Mr. Tatsuya Mat-
sui for making human robot interaction smoother [21].

III. PERCEPTUAL SYSTEMS IN REAL-TIME

MULTIPLE-TALKER TRACKING

The real-time multiple-talker tracking system is de-
signed based on the client/server model (Figure 3). Each
server or client executes the following logical modules:

1. Audition module extracts auditory events by pitch ex-
traction, sound source separation and localization, and
sends those events to Association module.

2. Vision module with a pair of cameras, extracts visual
events by face detection, identification and localiza-
tion, and then sends visual events to Association mod-
ule.

3. Motor module generates PWM (Pulse Width Modula-
tion) signals to DC motors and sends motor events to
Association.

4. Association module groups various events into a
stream and maintains association and deassociation
between streams.

5. Attention module selects some stream on which it fo-
cuses its attention and makes a plan of motor control.

6. Dialog module communicates with people according
to its attention by speech synthesis and speech recog-
nition. The “Julian” automatic speech recognition
[22] is used.

The status of each module is displayed on each node. SIG

server displays the radar chart of objects and the stream
chart. Motion module displays the radar chart of the body
direction. Audition module displays the spectrogram of in-
put sound and pitch (frequency) vs sound source direction
chart. Vision module displays the image of the camera and
the status of face identification and tracking.

To attain real-time tracking, the above modules are phys-
ically distributed to five Linux nodes connected by TCP/IP
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Fig. 3. Hierarchical architecture of real-time audio and visual tracking system

over Gigabit Ethernet network and run asynchronously.
The system is implemented by distributed processing of
five nodes with Pentium-IV 1.8 GHz. Each node serves Vi-

sion, Audition, Motion and Dialogue modules, and SIG server.

A. Active audition module

To localize sound sources with two microphones, first a
set of peaks are extracted for left and right channels, re-
spectively. Then, the same or similar peaks of left and right
channels are identified as a pair and each pair is used to cal-
culate interaural phase difference (IPD) and interaural in-
tensity difference (IID). IPD is calculated from frequencies
of less than 1500 Hz because of uniqueness of the phase.

Since auditory and visual tracking involves motor move-
ments, which cause motor and mechanical noises, audition
should suppress or at least reduce such noises. In human
robot interaction, when a robot is talking, it should suppress
its own speeches. Nakadai et al presented the active audi-
tion for humanoids to improve sound source tracking by in-
tegrating audition, vision, and motor controls [23]. We also
use their heuristics to reduce internal burst noises caused by
motor movements.

From IPD and IID, the epipolar geometry is used to ob-
tain the direction of sound source [23]. The key ideas of
their real-time active audition system are twofold; one is to
exploit the property of the harmonic structure (fundamen-
tal frequency, F0, and its overtones) to find a more accu-
rate pair of peaks in left and right channels. The other is to
search the sound source direction by combining the belief
factors of IPD and IID based on Dempster-Shafer theory.

Finally, audition module sends an auditory event consist-
ing of pitch (F0) and a list of 20-best direction (θ) with
reliability for each harmonics.

B. Face recognition and identification module

Vision extracts lengthwise objects such as persons from
a disparity map to localize them by using a pair of cameras.
First a disparity map is generated by an intensity based
area-correlation technique. This is processed in real-time
on a PC by a recursive correlation technique and optimiza-
tion peculiar to Intel architecture [24]. In addition, left and
right images are calibrated by affine transformation in ad-
vance.

An object is extracted from a 2-D disparity map by as-
suming that a human body is lengthwise. A 2-D disparity
map is defined by

DM2D = {D(i, j)|i = 1, 2, · · ·W, j = 1, 2, · · ·H} (1)

where W and H are width and height, respectively and D

is a disparity value.
To extract lengthwise objects, the median of DM2D

along the direction of height is extracted. A 1-D disparity
map DM1D as a sequence of Dl(i) is created.

DM1D = {Dl(i)|i = 1, 2, · · ·W} (2)

Next, a lengthwise object such as a human body is ex-
tracted by segmentation of a region with similar disparity in
DM1D. Then, for object localization, epipolar geometry is
applied to the center of gravity of the extracted region. Fi-
nally, vision module sends a visual event consisting of a list
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of 5-best Face ID (Name) with its reliability and position
(distance r, azimuth θ and elevation φ) for each face.

C. Stream formation and association

Association synchronizes events given by other modules.
It forms an auditory, visual or associated stream by their
proximity. Events are stored in the short-term memory only
for 2 seconds. Synchronization process runs with the delay
of 200 msec, which is forced by the largest delay of the
vision module.

An auditory event is connected to the nearest auditory
stream within ±10◦ and with common or harmonic pitch.
A visual event is connected to the nearest visual stream
within 40 cm and with common face ID. In either case,
if there are plural candidates, the most reliable one is se-
lected. Unless any appropriate stream is found, such an
event becomes a new stream. In case that no event is con-
nected to an existing stream, such a stream remains alive
for up to 500 msec. After 500 msec of keep-alive state, the
stream terminates.

An auditory and a visual streams are associated if their
direction difference is within ±10◦ and this situation con-
tinues for more than 50% of the 1 sec period. If either audi-
tory or visual event has not been found for more than 3 sec,
such an associated stream is deassociated and only exist-
ing auditory or visual stream remains. If the auditory and
visual direction have been apart more than 30◦ for 3 sec,
such an associated stream is deassociated to two separate
streams.

IV. ATTENTION SYSTEM WITH PERSONALITY

Attention control focuses on one of auditory, visual, or as-
sociated streams. This selective attention is basically per-
formed at two levels, that is personality and task. To define
personality, the interpersonal circumplex of the Interper-
sonal Theory is used. With its two mutually independent
axes, dominant/submissive and friendly/hostile, variations
of personality are Dominant, Assured, Exhibitionistic, So-
ciable, Friendly, Warm, Trustaing, Different, Submissive,
Unassured, Inhibited, Aloof, Hostile, Cold, Mistrusting,
and Competitive (Figure 1) [9].

Since these variations are represented as a circle (cir-
cumplex), each variation of personality is represented as
a point, (r, θ), inside the interpersonal circumplex, where
0 ≤ r ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2π. Therefore, the value of
Friendly/Hostile axis and that of Dominant/Submissive axis
are represented as r cos θ and r sin θ, respectively. Each
variation occupies a pie of π/8. For example, Friendly is
specified as a pie section of − π

16
∼

π

16
, and Dominant as

that of 3π

16
∼

5π

16
.

To what the system attend is called “interested”. The
total amount of interest in the system keeps the same and
a newly focused stream takes all the amount of interest in
winner-take-all competition between streams. attention con-

trol module selects the stream of the largest interest. Three
mental factors are defined.

1. interest in a new stream — When a new stream is gen-
erated, the stream gets interest according to its status,
auditory, visual or associated. The initial value of in-
terest for a new stream is given at the time of streeam
generation.

2. decay of interest — The interest of a focused stream
is reduced at the rate of e−kT every minute, where k

is {1.5 - r sin θ }/3. The lost interest is distributed to
other streams.

3. decay of belief — Disappeared stream still remains
in the system, because a unseen talker resumes to talk
after a short period of silence. If disappeared stream
is deleted immediately, the continuity of stream is dif-
ficult to maintain. In this paper, the constant value is
used for the decay factor of belief.

The initial value of interest for a new stream is deter-
mined by what kind of interaction the robot will attend. For
task-oriented manner, an associated stream has the highest
initial value, while for socially-oriented manner, any new
stream has the equal opportunity.

Task-oriented attention control forces Attention to behave
according to a specific script. For example, a reception-
ist robot should focus on the user for whom an associated
stream is generated. Therefore, the initial values of inter-
est for auditory, visual and associated stream are 1, 1 and
2, respectively, in this paper. The essence of assignment is
that the value for associated streams is highest.

Socially-oriented attention control forces Attention to
show the interest of the robot. As an example of socially-
oriented control, we implement a companion robot. It
should pay attention to a new auditory or visual event, and
thus all initial values of interest for any kind stream is the
same, say 1 in this paper.

V. EXPERIMENTS AND OBSERVATION

Experiments was conducted in a small room of a normal
residential apartment. The width, length and height of the
room is about 3 m, 3 m, and 2 m, respectively. The room
has 6 down-lights embedded on the ceiling. Two kinds of
experiments are conducted in this section.

A. Task-oriented interaction: as a receptionist robot

One scenario to evaluate the above control is specified as
follows: (1) A known participant comes to the receptionist
robot. His face has been registered in the face database.
(2) He says Hello to SIG. (3) SIG replies “Hello. You are
XXX-san, aren’t you?” (4) He says “yes”. (5) SIG says
“XXX-san, Welcome to the party. Please enter the room.”.

Figure 4 depicts two snapshots of this script. Figure 4 a)
shows the initial state. The loud speaker on the stand is the
mouth of SIG’s. When a participant comes to the recep-
tionist, SIG has not noticed him yet, because he is out of
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SIG’s sight. When he speaks to SIG, Audition generates an
auditory event with sound source direction, and sends it to
Association, which creates an auditory stream. This stream
triggers Attention to make a plan that SIG should turn to him,
and SIG does it (Figure 4 b)).

This experiment demonstrates SIG’s two interesting be-
haviors. One is voice-triggered tracking, and the other is
that SIG does not pay attention to its own speech. As a
receptionist robot, once an association is established, SIG
keeps its face fixed to the direction of the talker of the asso-
ciated stream. Therefore, even when SIG utters via a loud
speaker on the left, SIG does not pay an attention to the
sound source, that is, its own speech.

Another script is that a hostile SIG with r = 1andθ = π

turns away from an associated stream. In Figure 5, when a
participant says “Hello” to SIG, SIG turns away from him.

B. Socially-orineted interaction: as a companion robot

When four talkers actually talks spontaneously in atten-
dance of SIG, SIG tracks some talker and then changes
focus-of-attention to others. The observed behavior is eval-
uated by checking the internal states of SIG; that is, audi-
tory and visual localization shown in the radar chart, au-
ditory, visual, and associated streams shown in the stream
chart, and peak extraction as shown in Figure 6.

The top-right image consists of the radar chart (left) and
the stream chart (right) updated in real-time. The former
shows the environment recognized by SIG at the moment of
the snapshot. A pink sector indicates a visual field of SIG.
Because of using the absolute coordinate, the pink sector
rotates as SIG turns. A green point with a label is the di-
rection and the face ID of a visual stream. A blue sector
is the direction of an auditory stream. Green, blue and red
lines indicate the direction of visual, auditory and associ-
ated stream, respectively. Blue and green thin lines indicate
auditory and visual streams, respectively. Blue, green and
red thick lines indicate associated streams with only audi-
tory, only visual, and both information, respectively.

The bottom-left image shows the auditory viewer con-
sisting of the power spectrum and auditory event viewer.
The latter shows an auditory event as a filled circle with its
pitch in X axis and its direction in Y axis. The bottom-right
image shows the visual viewer captured by the SIG’s left
eye. A detected face is displayed with a red rectangle. The
top-left image shows the scene of this experiment recorded
by a video camera.

The temporal sequence of SIG’s recognition and actions
shows that the design of companion robot works well and
pays its attention to a new talker. The current system has
attained a passive companion. To design and develop an
active companion may be important future work.

a) When a participant
comes and says “Hello”,
SIG turns toward him.

b) SIG asks his name and
he introduces himself to it.

Fig. 4. Task-oriented Control of Friendly SIG

a) A participant says
“Hello”.

b) SIG turns away from
him.

Fig. 5. Task-oriented Control of Hostile SIG

Fig. 6. Socially-oriented Control of Friendly SIG. Scene (upper-
left), radar and sequence chart (upper-right), spectrogram and pitch-vs-
direction chart (lower-left), and face-tracking chart (lower-right).

C. Observation: SIG as a non-verbal Eliza

As socially-oriented attention control, interesting human
behaviors are observed. The mechanism of associating au-
ditory and visual streams and that of socially-oriented at-
tention control are explained in advance to the user.

1. Some people walk around talking with their hand
convering SIG’s eyes in order to confirm the perfor-
mance of auditory tracking.

2. Some people creep on the floor with talking in order
to confirm the performacne of auditory tracking.

3. Some people play hide-and-seek games with SIG.
4. Some people play sounds from a pair of loud speakers

with changing the balance control of pre-amplifier in
order to confirm the performance of auditory tracking.
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5. Whe one person reads loud a book and then another
person starts to read loud a book, SIG with Dominant
personality turns its head to the second talker for a
short time and then is back to the first talker and keeps
its attention on him/her. On the contrary, SIG with
Submissive personality often turns its head to each
talker. In either case, the value of r is set to 1.

Above observations remind us of Eliza [25], although
SIG does not say anything except a receptionist robot.
When the user says something to SIG, it turns to him/her,
which invites the participation of the user into interaction.
SIG also invites exploration of the principles of its func-
tioning, that is, the user is drawn in to see how SIG will
respond to variations in behavior. Since SIG takes only
passive behaviors, it does not arouse higher expectations
of verisimilitude that it can deliver on.

Needless to say, there are lots of work remaining to vali-
date the proposed approach for personality of artifacts. We
are currently working to incorporate active social interac-
tion by developing the capability of listneing to simultane-
ous speeches.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we demonstrate that auditory and visual
multiple-talker tracking subsystem can improve social as-
pects of human robot interaction. Although a simple
scheme of behavior is implemented, human robot inter-
action is drastically improved by real-time multiple-talker
tracking system. We can pleasantly spend an hour with SIG
as a companion robot even if its behavior is quite passive.

Since the Interpersonal Theory research community pro-
vides software for analysing circumplex correlation matri-
ces, we have plan to gather the data of user interaction to
evaluate whether the presented architecture of selective at-
tention based on personality realizes the target variation of
personality. This persuit may lead to a general theory of
personality for software agents and humanoid robots. This
research was partially supported by the Ministry of Edu-
cation, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, Grant-in-
Aid “Informatics” No.14019051.
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